Upcoming Events

Wednesday, June 24-Wednesday, July 1

9:00am Yale Quantum Institute Event. YQI x Qiskit - Quantum Hackathon: Community Summer Jam. Registration opens on June 17, 2020.

Wednesday, June 24

2:00pm American Physical Society Bridge Program Webinar. From Passion to Action: Levers & Tools for Making Physics Inclusive & Equitable. Register today.

Thursday, June 25

1:00pm Yale Quantum Institute Seminar. Sisi Zhou, Yale University/University of Chicago, "Quantum channel estimation with application in covariant quantum error correction" by Zoom.
Summer Marx Science and Social Science Library Virtual Workshops

The Marx Science and Social Science Library (formerly called CSSSI) has come up with our summer workshop schedule. Due to COVID-19, we are experimenting with a more robust summer workshop program.

If you have feedback on our offerings and there’s something else you would like to see from the Marx Library (or the greater Yale University Library of which we are a part), please let us know!

CHIME collaboration detects a busy signal from outer space

Wright Lab’s assistant professor of physics Laura Newburgh has collaborated with the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) since its beginning, and the CHIME collaboration has recently published an exciting result.

COVID-19 Update – Machine shop access at Wright Lab during Phase I

**JW Gibbs shop** - contact shop supervisor. No walk-in consultations.

**Advanced Prototyping Center (APC)** - The APC is operational but only for APC personnel. No walk-ins or direct work by users.

**Research and Teaching Shops** - contact Dave Johnson (teaching shops) or Craig Miller (research shops) for access.

Further information on Yale’s response.
June 19th marks Juneteenth or Liberation Day across much of the US. The date marks the reading in 1865 in Galveston, Texas, of General Orders #3, which start “The people of Texas are informed, that in accordance with a proclamation from the Executive of the United States, all slaves are free.” There are many commemorations and celebrations planned in and around New Haven and CT including this march planned in New Haven and the Beinecke’s highlighting of two films by Solomon Sir Jones from the 1920s with celebrations of Juneteenth: Sunday before Juneteenth, 1925, Beaumont, Texas, National S.S. Congress Parade, Magnolia Street, Film 10, at 12:01; and undated, Oklahoma, procession, Film 26, at the beginning.

Finally, nearly 100 years after the Galveston reading, John Wilson (1922–2015) painted the sobering fresco “The Incident” in Mexico City, reminding passersby that racial injustice continued, as it does today, in the US. Wilson spent much of his career exploring the intersection of art and politics, always with an eye toward issues of social justice. Learn more about Wilson, the mural, and its
history in this article highlighting the exhibition at Yale's art gallery.

If interested in joining the CDC, please contact Helen Caines, Chair of CDC. You may contact the whole committee at physics-cdc@mailman.yale.edu